
powers in the striving for hegemony, i.e., for the 
conquest of territory, not so much directly for them
selves as to weaken the adversary and undermine 
his hegemony.” (pg. 109, Peking Edition)

This Chinese adventurous act of aggression has thus 
far resulted, on the one hand, with the USSR build
ing up its military on the Sino-Soviet border, and along
side it, with the sending of military equipment and 
personnel into Vietnam, thereby establishing a mili
tary base there, and sending its Soviet Pacific Fleet 
into the South China Sea. On the other hand, the 
rest of the imperialist world, every capitalist coun
try, large or small, has already begun to analyze 
the gravity of the situation, viewing it as further 
reason for actual preparations for world war.

As for the U.S. imperialists, they are striving 
deceitfully to make it seem that what’s taking 
place in Indochina is a war among “communist 
cousins” , utilizing it for propaganda purposes in 
slandering and ridiculing monolithic Marxism-Lenin
ism, saying that once the U.S. left Indochina, the 
“communist ideology” led those nations to battle 
amongst themselves, totally aiding the social-imperial
ists in the task of spreading confusion and slander on 
the principles of communism. The U.S. imperialists 
thus make it seem as if they’ve had no role whatso
ever in Southeast Asia. But in actuality the U.S. im

perialists, as well as the Japanese, sanctioned the Chin 
ese invasion, as witnessed by Teng Hsiao-ping’s trip 
to the U.S. and Japan where he outwardly put for
ward that “ Vietnam must be punished”, acting like 
the gendarme of Southeast Asia.

Such is the outcome of revisionist betrayal. The 
events in Vietnam and Kampuchea prove beyond any 
shadow of a doubt that these countries are not social
ist. The bourgeois-nationalists who control the so- 
called “socialist” parties in these countries are incap
able of correcting the situation, and matters will wor
sen in these war devastated countries.

The war taking place is an unjust war on all sides, 
and as in other situations like it in history, the stand 
taken towards it will demarcate the true internation
alists from the social-chauvinists and centrists.

Proletarian internationalism in deed means to de
nounce all sides in this war by Chinese and Russian 
imperialism intended to divide Southeast Asia.

the agents of these imperialist powers are trying 
to paint the picture that justice is the nature of this 
war, while the centrists wind up apologizing for one 
or the other of the imperialist powers.

The people of these countries have demonstrated 
their heroism and will in the end triumph in the long 
and bitter battles ahead—the workers of the world 
take their side with them.

1 revelations of a secret C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S !  A  D E D I C A T I O N :

"Unite don’t split” 
was MLOC's trick—
Tell us what resulted?
What a sight to see

MLOC has declared itself the “party”, changed from A to Z
its name to “CPUSAM-L”. Again like all the sham 
parties before it, MLOC too, has had to make big

this failure of a congress.

pretentions about its “vanguard” role. The truth of Plastic smiles could not
the matter however, is that this party has been kept hide the absence of

|  a secret from the proletariat. But how could it be an audience.
1 that this “vanguard party” is known only to Barry Poor Barry,
1 Weisberg and Co9 Isn’t MLOC in the mines9 In the who for many years

factories? But of course trade union politics is Barry’s promoted his
specialty—lets not forget how he admits OL (“C”P Menshevik Party,
“M-L”) tailed MLOC on this question. had nothing to show but some roses.

But isn’t MLOC opposed to the three worlds theory? There he stood
Mao Tsetung? But why not? It doesn’t take super- all alone,
knowledge of politics to see China’s bankruptcy. It with a group

1 was not hard at all for MLOC to switch midstream so very small
1 from third worlders to semi-oponents of the three He was the only
1 world’s theory, without even a pretence of self cri ti
ll cism for being loyal adherents of Mao Tsetung

one at the rostrum,

I  Thought in their past. His speech was
|  But doesn’t MLOC talk of the dictatorship of the sad
j, proletariat? Talk is cheap, when in deed the centrist He was going

MLOC opposes Leninism on each and every question... mad
With all due disdain, we dedicate this poem to the and yelled

founding congress. "Lets go

•
. revolution”!!
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How "CPML" Assists The Bourgeoisie 

In Oppressing The Black Belt Nation

In recent leaflets and issues of the ragsheet The Call, “CP
ML” has gone on and on about demonstrations in Tupelo, 
Mississippi, which they call an “All-American town”, pronoun
cing these demonstrations' “Marches for Black Freedom” .
Not once does “CPML” raise any polemics against the U.S. 
bourgeoisie’s nickname for Tupelo, the “All-American town”, 
but instead propagate it, attempting to erase the face that Tup
elo is part of an oppressed nation existing in the Black Belt 
South. They do this to liquidate the question of an oppressed 
nation in the Black Belt South.

In The Call Supplement, “Tupelo: Battle in the Black Belt” , 
“CPML” says, “ Because national oppression is an integral part 
of imperialism the elimination of that oppression can only come 
about with the overthrow of imperialism. Therefore, the Afro- 
American people’s liberation struggle is a component part of 
the worldwide revolutionary struggle for socialism.

“The current mass struggle in Mississippi is a concrete expres
sion of that revolutionary movement. Up against the Klan, the 
police and the white supremacist power structure of the South, 
the UL is objectively in the front lines of this battle.”

An analysis of the current struggles in Mississippi (“Marches 
for Black Freedom” , boycotts of white businesses) will prove 
that the struggles are not a concrete expression of the world
wide revolutionary struggle for socialism. Instead, they are a 
reflection of the spontaneous struggle of the masses in the Black 
Belt South against exploitation and oppression, particularly na
tional oppression. At the present time these spontaneous strug
gles are under the influence of petty-bourgeois and reformist 
leaders such as brick mason and building contractor Reverend 
Alfred “Skip” Robinson and attorney Lewis Myers of the Un
ited League of North Mississippi (UL). These “leaders” who 
desire to protect and extend their “right” to crumbs and privil 
eges from the bourgeoisie, in turn uphold their responsibility to 
preserve bourgeois order and protect the status quo. This can 
be clearly seen by the reformist demands raised by the UL, 
such as :

(1) affirmative action hiring in business, industry ana guv 

ernment;
(2) rehiring of two fired sanitation workers;
(3) an end to Klan and pblice brutality.

These reformist demands will only strengthen the hold of the 
white capitalist and landlords in the Black Belt.

Concretely, by placing the “UL objectively in the front 
lines of the battle,” the “C”P(ML) clearly shows itself to be 
the chief taiier of the spontaneous movement of the masses 
in the Black Belt South and supporters of the reformist and 
petty-bourgeois leaders of the UL, going against the resolution 
of 1928 by the Comintern which states: “The Party must app
ly united front tactics for specific demands to the existing

Negro petty-bourgeois organizations. The purpose of these 
united front tactics should be the mobilizing of the Negro masses 
under the leadership of the Party, and to expose the treacherous 
petty bourgeois leadership of those organizations.”

So why does “C”P (“ML”) raise this current struggle in Mis
sissippi to be “part of the worldwide revolutionary struggle for 
socialism”? They do it to protect one of the most basic sources 
of their bribes, which come from the superprofits extracted 
by the U.S. imperialists from the subjugation of the black op
pressed nation in the Black Belt South. Thus they tail this 
spontaneous struggle and lead it down the road of reformism, 
to keep the proletariat and oppressed masses away from the 
true struggle for national and social liberation, the socialist 
revolution.

Trying to revive the civil rights movement, which “C”P (“ML”) 
says “Shook the Deep South” (Call Supplement, “Tupelo: Bat
tle in the Black Belt), they deny the fact that two trends are 
present in the national liberation movement. The civil rights 
movement reflecting a reformist trend and the national libera
tion movement reflecting the revolutionary trend. Following 
the lead of the U.S. bourgeoisie, which has launched a cam
paign to revive the civil rights movement — seen in how the 
birthday of Martin Luther King is celebrated as a national hol
iday. naming streets in major cities in the U.S. after King, 
erecting statues, etc., the “C”P (“ML” ) is in complete har
mony with the bourgeoisie and its agents such as Eldridge 
Cleaver, who says he was influenced by the civil rights move
ment. Deng Xiao-ping, in his recent visit to the U.S., paid 
special homage, bowing three times at the grave of King,
Deng Hsiao-ping is lamenting losing King. Imagine-a pact 
could have been worked out to create a “third world country” 
in the Black Belt, and King then would have been one of those 
“progressives” of the Khomeini type. To present the Civil 
Rights movement as the path to true liberation is the same type 
of poison spread by the “three worlds theory” . It is a sure way 
to maintain U.S. imperialist subjugation over the Black Belt 
nation.

The “C”F (“ML”), those boot-licking agents of U.S. 
imperialism, dream of the revival of the “good” old civil 
nghts movement. King is dead, but there are other im
perialist lackeys who will no doubt outdo themselves to 
fit the bill of an established “civil rights leader.” And 
“C”P (“ML”) will be there to assure that the path trav
elled is that one which suits the interests of U.S. imper
ialism.

The promotion of the Civil Rights movement is pre
cisely this scheme. Thus a distinction between Carter’s 
Human Rights campaign and the Civil Rights movement 
cannot be made.



All the revisionists and opportunists promote 
the struggle tor reforms in tile Black Belt because me 
last tiling they want to see is the development of'a rev
olutionary national liberation movement lor self-deter
mination in the Black Belt, utilizing revolutionary tactics 
to overthrow the rule of the landlords and the bourgeoi- 
sie The i ‘t.'-s ( ornimcrn R e s o i u i i o n  on the Negro Ques
tion in the United States, which the “C’’P (“ML” ) and all 
revisionist parties in the U.S. refuse to adhere to, established 
clearly the basis for the development of such a movement.
“ T he various forms of oppression of the Negro masses, who 
are concentrated mainly in the so-called ‘Black Belt.' provide 
the necessary' conditions for a national revolutionary' move
ment among the Negroes. The Negro agricultural labourers and 
the tenant farmers feel most the pressure of white persecu
tion and exploitation. Thus, the agrarian problem lies at the 
root of the Negro national movement. The great majority of 
Negroes in the rural districts of the south are not ‘reserves of 
cmbtnlist reaction, but potential allies of the revolutionary 
proletariat. Their objective position facilitates their transforma
tion into a revolutionary force, which, under the leadership of 
me proletariat, will be able to participate in the joint struggle 
with all other workers against capitalist exploitation.” Does 
“C”1) (“ML” ) make any attempt to develop such a movement 
through transforming these potential allies of the revolutionary 
proletariat into a revolutionary force, under the leadership of 
the proletariat? No. Instead, as we’ve stated above, they are 
leaching on to the spontaneous movement of the masses in the 
lisa.4; Belt protectin'.’ the bourgeoisie's interests, apologizing 
tor titat cruel national oppression and super-exploitation, pre
tending to be deaf and dumb regarding the existence of the 
remnants ot slavery (sharecioppmg, tenant 1 arming., etc.).

In the logo Comintern Resolutions on the Negro National 
Question in the U.S., it is stated that ‘‘Confiscation of the 
landed property of the white landowners and capitalists for 
tiie benefit of the Negro farmers” is one of the three main 
solutions to the National Question in the Black Belt South, 
along with (2) Establishment of the State Unity of the Black 
Belt, and (3) the Right to Self-Determination.

“C”!’ (“ML” ) does not once mention confiscation of the 
landed property of the white landowners and capitalists. In
stead “C”P ( “ML” ) wants to:

Save the land owned by black farmers, and
Return the land taken from the Black landowners.

Taken as a whole. Black-owned land never equaled 2% of U.S. 
farmland. Therefore, this solution to the agrarian question, the 
basis of the national question in the Black Belt South, would 
only increase the number of Black landowners. Black land
owners, the upper strata of Black farmers, have always waver
ed m the struggle for national liberation.* This solution would 
not free the black sharecroppers, tenant farmers, etc., who 
compose a great proportion among the masses of black people, 
in the Black Belt South, from the oppressed and exploited

*VVe are presently engaged m the theoretical work necessary to 
develop the Leninist line on the national question. Our starting 
point is the Comintern resolutions of 1 92H and 1930.

condition that they suffer, under the rule of the white land- 
owners anil capitalists. Only the seizure of the land offers a 
solution to the agrarian problem in the Black Belt.

“C’T (“ML” ) says the slogans of “Black Power” and 
“sell-determination” are coming to the fore again in the 
Black liberation struggle. We pose this question to the “van
guard” “C n ’V'ML” ), altbiruglrw'e know it lacks the courage 
to reply: how can self-determination be achieved without 
the seizure ot land and the establishment of the state unity 
ol the Black Belt'.’ Harry Haywood, "veteran Black Commu
nist,” in reality a veteran revisionist, offers some answers in 
line witli the program of the "Communist” Party (“ML” ). 
Haywood says, “the essence of the right of self-determination 
remains the same: full equality for Blacks, which can onlv be 
guaranteed by Black political power in the hands of the Black 
masses and their allies, not power in the hands of the white 
capitalists and landlords. Only this right makes regional au
tonomy or any other form of unity truly voluntary .” The 
essence of the right of self-determination does not simply 
mean “full equality for Blacks.”

Self-determination for Blacks in the Black Belt South means 
“complete and unlimited right of the Negro majority to exer
cise governmental authority in the entire territory of the Black 
Belt, as well as to decide upon the relations between their 
territory and other nations particularly the United States ” 
0930 Comintern Resolution, p. 30.)

After completely destroying the meaning of self-determina
tion. i.e., the right to political secession, Haywood somehow 
assumes that Black political power in the hands of the Black 
masses and their allies will guarantee “full equality for Blacks’.’ 
Only the seizure of state power, of the means of production, 
and the establishment of socialism will guarantee equal rights 
for all nations and national minorities. As the Comintern Res
olution Of 1930 says, “It is clear that, only a victorious pro
letarian revolution will finally decide the agrarian question 
and the national question in the South of the United States, 
in the interests of the predominating mass of the Negro pop
ulation.” (Colonial T heses of the Sixth World Congress) 

“C”P(“ML”)’s social-chauvinist position is crystal clear 
and the workers of the oppressor “great” imperialist U.S. 

power, and the proletariat and masses of the Black Pelt, will 
have to remove these and all social-chauvinists and centrists 
out of the way in order to carry out the socialist revolution 
in the L.S., overthrow the bourgeoisie, as the final solution 
to the national question.

It is the duty of the proletariat of the U.S. to defend un
reservedly the right of the oppressed Afro-American nation 
in the Black Belt to self-determination, i.e., the right to po
litical secession.

Long live the revolutionary' struggle for self-determination 
for the Afro-American Nation in the Black Belt South ! !

Down with the petty-bourgeois and reformist leadership 
o f  the LI., and their toilers the “C”P("ML”) ! !

....................  ★
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WHY COMMUNISTS
wm

F. ENGELS
Marxism-Leninism, the ideology of the international 

proletariat is the only thoroughgoing, revolutionary 
theory and science which illuminates the path towards 
proletarian revolution, the construction of socialism, and 
the eventual realization of communism. As stated by 
Karl Marx, this revolutionary “...theory also becomes 
a material force as soon as it has gripped the masses.” 
(Karl Marx, Contribution to Critique of Hegel's Philos
ophy of Law, taken from Marx-Engels: On Religion, 
pg. 46)

J.V. Stalin makes explicitly clear the importance of 
the theory of Marxism-Leninism when he states: “Theory 
is the experience of the working class movement in all 
countries taken in its general aspect. Of course, theory 
becomes purposeless if it is not connected with revolu
tionary practice, just as practice gropes in the dark if 
its path is not illuminated by revolutionary theory.
But theory can become a tremendous force in the work
ing class movement if it is built up in indissoluble con
nection with revolutionary practice; for theory, and 
theory alone, can give the movement confidence, the 
power of orientation, and an understanding of the 
inner relation of surrounding events; for it, and it 
alone, can help practice to realise not only how and 
in which direction classes are moving at the present 
time, but also how and in which direction they will 
move in the near future.” (J.V. Stalin, Foundations 
of Leninism, pg. 22, FLP)

A R E  A T H E IS T S

This theory which alone gives the revolutionary 
movement of the proletariat the power of orienta
tion, has been developed and continues to develop 
in a fight against all variants of bourgeois ideology.
In this article we will examine with particular em
phasis, the role played by religion as a tool in the 
hands of all exploiting classes for the continued ex
ploitation and oppression of the proletariat and all 
the working people. The article will also prove how 
the various “religious cults” , e.g., “people’s temple” , 
are assuming all the characteristics of a fascist move
ment in the U.S.

First a historical materialist presentation of the 
problem.

ROLE OF RELIGION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
CLASS SOCIETY

Karl Marx and Frederick Engels summarised and ana
lyzed the role that religion played in the develpment of 
class society. They placed in its proper context the role 
that various religions played such as Christianity or 
Protestantism,in advancing a certain stage of d a s  society. 
In struggle against slave society, the early feudal elements 
arose, rallying the slaves and free peasants to its side, 
ideologically being united on the basis of Christianity; 
and in struggle against the feudal society, the bourgeois 
elements rallied the serfs, peasants, plebians, uniting it 
around another theological ideology, protestantism , 
such as in the case of Lutheranism and Calvinism.

In their analysis Marx and Engels exposed the pro
gressive and objective role of religion and also exposed 
the reactionary essence of religion, basing itself on meta
physics and idealism. It was in the summations and 
struggle against these philosophers and theologists that 
Marx and Engels developed the scientific socialist method 
and philosophy of the proletariat, dialectical materialism.

Stalin, in his work Anarchism or Socialism, quotes 
Karl Marx on the dialectical method as being in essence 
the following: “Everything in the world is in motion— 
Life changes, productive forces grow, old relations col
lapse.” And as to the materialist philosophy Stalin again 
quotes Marx: “It is not the consciousness of men that 
determines their being, but, on the contrary, their social 
being that determines their consciousness.”

This at its essence expresses what is dialectical materi
alism, the scientific world outlook of the proletariat.
And with this outlook, the great revolutionary teachers, 
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin have analyzed the develop-1 
ment of class society and the development of the philos
ophies, ideologies and world outlook of each class in 
history, denoting its progressive stages and its reaction
ary stages.
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